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Dear All,
We are immensely proud that we can present
to you the third edition of the Export Catalogue of the Polish Furniture Industry – the
publisher, which presents a great potential of
the Polish furniture industry, thanks to which
there are no geographical borders for our
products. Furniture from Poland has been the
synonym of the highest quality, modernity
and great global design for many years and
that is why it is eagerly chosen and appreciated by customers worldwide.

Jan Szynaka
President of the Polish Chamber of Commerce
of Furniture Manufacturers

For many years the Polish furniture industry has
been one of the leaders in furniture manufacturing on the international stage, occupying 6th
place in the global ranking of furniture manufacturers. What is more, we are very high in the
global ranking of furniture exporters – taking
3rd place just behind China and Germany. The
value of the furniture marketed production in
2018 exceeded PLN 49 billion, which is a new
record in the furniture industry!

The Polish furniture industry plays a significant role in our domestic economy. In 2018, more than
28,000 companies connected with furniture manufacturing were registered in Poland, which offer direct
employment to nearly 165,000 people. This can be confirmed by a very high share of our sector in GDP,
which has reached 2.3%.
The global furniture market means continuous challenges that Polish furniture manufacturers have to
face. The European market is slowly getting too small to make it possible for our industry to develop
dynamically. That is why we have to be more open to new sales markets, also those more remote ones
with different cultures. Obviously it is challenging, but Polish companies from the furniture industry are
winning greater trust and are playing an increasingly significant role within the scope of international
cooperation. In this case it is especially important to ensure the continuity of supply between a furniture supplier and its recipient. To a large degree the further expansion of the furniture industry, both on
the domestic and international market, will depend on the safety of the processes carried out and the
reliability of supplies.
2019 was a difficult year for the furniture industry. We hope that 2020 will open up new sales markets
for Polish furniture and prove that the Polish furniture industry is very strong on the international stage.
I encourage you to read the Export Catalogue of the Polish Furniture Industry and familiarise yourselves
with the Polish furniture manufacturers’ offer and establish business contacts with them.
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The Polish furniture
sector is an export
leader
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Recent years have proved that Poland is the
global leader in the production and export
of furniture. The high quality of the furniture
manufactured in Poland and relatively low labour costs are the main factors contributing
to this success. In addition, the many years’
tradition and efforts of large, medium-sized
and small enterprises should not be forgotten.
Data on production prove the success of the
Polish furniture sector, and recently the country
has moved up the global ranking of furniture
manufacturers – from 10th to 6thh position.
Poland manufactures all types of furniture, allowing to differentiate and adapt the products
both in terms of available materials and their
finish and design. The Polish furniture industry
certainly uses high quality materials and components, and we have access to the latest techMichał Strzelecki
nologies as well.
Oﬃce Director of the Polish Chamber of Commerce
The furniture industry remains one of the most
significant sectors of the Polish economy. In
of Furniture Manufacturers
2018, the value of sold products of furniture
companies amounted to PLN 49.6 bn, which
accounts for as much as 10% growth compared to 2017 (including micro-enterprises with less than 10
employees). Continued growth is also forecast for 2019. According to the forecasts by B+R Studio, the
value of products sold by the furniture industry in 2019 will account for PLN 50.5 bn (including microenterprises).

Sold production of the furniture sector in Poland in 2013 – 2019*

Fig. 1 Sold production of the furniture sector in Poland in 2013 – 2019*
Source: calculations of the Polish Central Statistical Office; *forecast by B+R Studio based on the calculations of the
Polish Central Statistical Office

The Polish furniture sector ranks second (after Italy) in terms of registered companies selling furniture.
More than 28 thousand entities are involved in the manufacture of furniture in Poland - more specifically,
at the end of 2018, the number was 28,127 companies. Out of these, 85 entities are large companies
with more than 250 employees, 306 entities are medium-sized companies (50–249 employees), 1,303 are
small companies and 26,433 account for micro-enterprises with less than 10 employees.
Export is without doubt the major driving force for the Polish furniture sector. In 2018, Poland ranked 3rd
in the global furniture manufacturers’ ranking due to its exports accounting for USD 13.4 bn. According
to the data published by UNO, as regards the value of export, in 2018 Poland was overtaken by China
(USD 64 bn) and Germany (USD 14 bn). There is a good chance that Poland will rank 2nd after China in
the years to come.

World’s leading furniture exporters in 2017 – 2018 by value
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Fig. 2 Global furniture exporters ranking, 2017 – 2018
Source: UNO data, data for Vietnam include furniture and wood (according to the Vietnam Central Statistical Office)

According to Eurostat, 2018 is another year to generate record export of furniture. The value of export in
Euro increased by 3%, accounting for EUR 10.56 bn. Over the last eight years, the value of export of Polish
furniture increased by more than 80%. According to the forecasts by B+R Studio, in 2019 the value of
furniture export from Poland will reach EUR 10.9 bn.

Table 1 Polish furniture export in 2011 – 2019*
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Export in EUR bn

6.50

6.63

7.11

8.08

8.82

9.48

10.19

10.56

10.9

Export in PLN bn

26.77

27.75

29.86

33.83

36.92

41.34

43.40

45.01

46.87

PLN/EUR exchange rate

4.11

4.18

4.19

4.18

4.18

4.36

4.25

4.26

4.3

Dynamics in EUR

1.12

1.02

1.07

1.14

1.09

1.07

1.08

1.04

1.03

Dynamics in PLN

1.16

1.04

1.08

1.13

1.09

1.12

1.05

1.04

1.04

Source: calculations by B+R Studio based on data from Eurostat
*forecast by B+R Studio
** forecast by the National Bank of Poland

Polish furniture export in 2011 – 2019*

Fig. 3 Polish furniture export in 2011 – 2019*
Source: calculations by B+R Studio based on data from Eurostat; *forecast by B+R Studio

Germany has been the main importer of Polish furniture for many years. The proportion of this direction of export sales accounted for 36.55% in 2018. Export to the Czech Republic, the second largest
importer, reached EUR 861.4 bn – and the share was 8.05%. Further positions are occupied by the UK
and France, accounting respectively for 6.09% and 5.95%. Poland’s largest non-EU furniture importer
is the USA (ranked 7th), followed by Switzerland (15th), China (17th) and Russia (19th).

Value of furniture export from Poland to selected countries in 2017-2018
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Fig. 4 Value of furniture export from Poland to selected countries in 2017 – 2018
Source: calculations by B+R Studio based on data from Eurostat

Table 2 Value of furniture exports from Poland in 2017 – 2018
2017

2018

2017

EUR m
Germany

3,622.1 3,781.8

2018

2017

EUR m

2018

EUR m

Slovakia

259.3

307.8

Switzerland

153.9

167.4

Czech Republic

818.6

841.7

Belgium

241.5

270.5

Romania

124.7

164.4

UK

740.7

655.7

Denmark

204.9

235.6

Norway

119.9

125.6

France

602.8

638.8

Spain

221.0

226.6

China

134.5

124.8

Netherlands

517.1

508.6

Austria

215.5

223.0

Russia

95.2

120.3

USA

384.7

384.0

Italy

245.0

219.9

Portugal

121.0

87.6

Sweden

377.7

379.4

Hungary

165.3

197.0

Source: calculations by B+R Studio based on data from Eurostat

“Furniture components” were the largest group of furniture products exported from Poland by 2017. In
2018, they were replaced by upholstered furniture and accounted for more than EUR 2.9 bn, which makes
up 27.5% in the total value of export. This is followed by “furniture components” and “living room and
dining room furniture”, the value of which exceeded EUR 2.6 bn and EUR 2.1 bn, respectively.

Table 3 Value structure of export by groups of furniture in 2015 – 2018
2015

Groups of furniture

2016

2017

2018

EUR m

Office furniture

500.8

541.4

621.6

727.7

2,391.9

2,524.8

2,708.8

2,943.5

Hard seat furniture

184.2

220.5

216.2

241.8

Furniture elements

2,588.4

2,765.2

2,903.6

2,685.6

Medical furniture

145.1

135.8

182.3

201.0

Other furniture

214.6

215.4

263.1

278.1

Kitchen furniture

81.0

82.0

88.2

107.3

1,619.3

1,774.3

1,907.5

2,057.9

Bedroom furniture

517.2

587.2

649.0

745.1

Mattresses

582.0

570.7

652.3

713.7

8,824.5

9,417.2

10,192.5

10,696.5

Upholstered furniture

Living-room and dining-room furniture

Export (total)

Source: calculations by B+R Studio based on data from Eurostat

Value structure of export by groups of furniture in 2015 – 2018

Fig. 5 Value structure of export by groups of furniture in 2015 – 2018
Source: calculations by B+R Studio based on data from Eurostat

Opportunities for the Polish furniture sector
Poland is one of the fastest growing countries in terms of furniture production. Its perfect geographical location near the wealthy Western European countries gives it competitive advantage over many other countries. Its long tradition and well established position among recipients of furniture in Europe give the Polish
furniture manufacturers customers’ trust and brand awareness. Additionally, the opportunities of the Polish
furniture sector include that of a greater share in the markets of developed countries and emerging markets.
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Armet Bis
Address: Morska 174, 81-222
Gdynia, POLAND
Telephone: +48 58 676 14 58
E-mail: bok@armetbis.pl
Web: www.armetbis.pl
Tax No.: 958 13 26 008
REGON: 191937879
KRS number: 0000016583
Export offer: Business furniture
Processed materials: MFC board,
MDF board, ABS edging, PCV foil,
lacquer, acrylic board, high gloss
panels, laminated board, glass,
LED lighting, metal and many others
Main exports markets: France,
Spain, Romania, Germany, Denmark
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Armet Bis is a company with more than 20 years of experience in the
European market. The quality of the furniture produced by our customer’s projects is confirmed by the reference lists of our customers.
For the production we use the most modern technologies. Therefore
we can bring to live every order: From the project to the production

and assembly. Our organization
is primarily build by experienced
professionals, although we also
train young adepts of furniture
schools. The effects of our work
can be admired today in many
places in Europe and beyond.
Thanks to creative work, commitment and ingenuity, we have
managed to transform the appearance of many offices, shopping areas, restaurants, hotel
and petrol stations. We are not
afraid of new challenges and innovative solutions, as evidenced
by the unique realizations of our
company.
We operate in the sectors of:
Retail and Commercial objects
Restaurants Hotels & SPAS
Offices, Clinics & pharmacies
Petrol Stations & Car Dealerships
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BEFAME Beskidzkie Fabryki
Mebli Sp. z o. o.
Address: 43-300 Bielsko-Biała
ul. Piekarska 130, POLAND
Telephone: +48 33 845 60 61
Fax: +48 33 845 60 61
E-mail: contact@befame.pl
Web: www.befame.pl
Tax No.: 9372186313
REGON: 072188424
KRS: 0000285770
Contact person: Wiesław Kuś
Export offer: Sofas, corners,
armchairs
Main exports markets: Germany,
France, Romania, Czech Republic,
Austria, Slovakia, Lithuania, Latvia,
Israel, Hungary, Estonia, Sweden,
Russia, Ukraine Algeria
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The Beskid Furniture Factory has been a large-scale manufacturer
of upholstered furniture for 25 years, successfully cooperating with
contractors all over Poland and abroad. We are a stable company
with a well-established market position that has earned recognition
from customers. Until now, we used to take every effort to deliver
furniture distinguished by aesthetical appearance and perfection in
the slightest detail. However, when we realised that most of the furniture on the market looks relatively similar, we became motivated
to find a new direction in the area of design. We decided to create
furniture that will stand out and become famous! Consequently, less
than two years ago, we created the Befame brand.
We address our products to a demanding customer looking for
unique solutions. Our customers are identified by the appearance
of their apartments. We co-operate with customers to create truly

Belavio

Rio
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Carmen

original and daring designs always tailored to their individual style.
That is why our range of products includes very characteristic models which are distinctive interior solutions and the heart of any living
room. A perfect example is Belavio (Photo no.1) model which has
already won the hearts of many customers in Poland. There are also
classic line products that harmoniously blend with their surroundings, such as a modular sofa Rio (Photo no.2). Their design is always
thought out and developed down to the finest detail, including
truly original stitching, creases or selection of extraordinary fabrics.
We have never departed core values that we have followed since
our business was founded. All our furniture has been functional and tailored to the needs of users. Our sofas come in various
sizes, many of them with sleeping options, adjustable headrests
and armrests, featuring shelves with panels for electronic devices.
But nevertheless, they are distinguished primarily by extraordinary comfort. This could not be realised without fully integrating
the ergonomics of the shape, adapting it to various types of hu-

man bodies and applying a special filling for seat cushions and
sofa backs, combining variety
of springs, highly elastic foams
and silicone down.
The Befame brand with dynamically growing sales has gained
considerable visibility on the
Polish market. Large production
capacity that comprises over
400 people and 40,000 m² of
production facilities equipped
with a modern machinery park,
make us ready to establish cooperation with new contractors. We
cordially invite everyone attracted by our commitment to deliver
durable and functional furniture
combined with truly original design to contact us and discuss
possible cooperation.

BLACK RED WHITE S.A.
Address: Krzeszowska 63,
23-400 Biłgoraj, POLAND
Telephone: +48 84 685 07 77
E-mail: export@brwsa.pl
Web: www.brw.com
Tax No.: 918 17 45 428
REGON: 950411093
KRS number: 0000089493
Export offer: Home, HoReCa, B2B,
office furniture of all kinds
Main export markets:
European and overseas markets
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We are the largest furniture group in Poland. We have been successfully manufacturing and distributing top quality furniture and
home accessories for 28 years.
Key facts:
8,889 people employed
17 manufacturing plants
55 is the number of countries we export our products to
1,200 showrooms and stores selling Black Red White products
Product range
By virtue of our many years of experience and constant progress and expansion, we now have one of the largest and most comprehensive furniture ranges available. Our portfolio includes simple, standalone products
as well as consistent furniture systems to suit all kinds of interiors.
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Our product selection includes:
- living room furniture
- teen bedroom furniture
- home office furniture
- bedroom furniture
- hallway furniture
- kitchen furniture
- upholstered furniture and
mattresses
- tables and chairs
High quality without compromise
Our priority is to ensure that our
products are of the highest quality. Black Red White has adopted a process-based approach to
quality assessment, beginning
with prototype control, through
to 0-series (i.e. initial series)
production control, and on to
quality analyses and updating
quality-related data registers. We
use also machinery supplied by
industry leaders.

In manufacturing proces we use the unique Complete-Line technology, which permits the foil to imperceptibly cross from the surface
area to the edge (seamless lamination). Complete-Line also allows
for the visual enlargement or reduction of the furniture edge.

A reliable partner in business
We have been in operation for 28 years. During this time, we have
achieved the status of an experienced leader. We have successfully
processed and delivered thousands of demanding orders all over
the world. We are present on many foreign markets, where we are
continuously teaming up with new Business Partners after winning
their trust with our competitive edge and reliability. Our extensive
product range allows for a diverse and broad range of materials at
affordable prices, and the superlative quality of both the product
itself and our customer service means that the customer can rest
assured of timely delivery and comprehensive after-sales service.

BUMERA Sp. z o.o.
Address: ul. Laurowa 23 36-020
Tyczyn, POLAND
Telephone: +48 17 864-20-48
E-mail: export@bumera.pl
market@bumera.pl
Web: www.bumera.pl
Tax No.: 517 02 76 235
REGON: 180388272
KRS number: 0000319321
Contact person: Bartłomiej Noga sales manager
Export offer: Hotel furniture and
accessories, bathroom accessories,
mobile partition walls
Processed materials: Melamine
faced PB, Melamine faced mdf, hdf,
ABS rim, glass, fabric
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Main exports markets: Europe,
Middle East

Quality means precision, love for detail and ergonomy
The tree means strength and stabilty. It is a symbol of durability,
guarantee and longivity. It grows out of a small seed and can take a
massive size, thus it withstands the adversities of nature.
We are very similiar. For 20 years we have grown and made expertise,
we have conducted next projects and faced new challenges. Like the
tree we have grown in size and can offer the clients more and more.
From nature we take the best examples. Like nature we are
flexible and we can adapt to a concrete project. With pride we deliver
excellent solutions to the most demanding clients.
Technology and quality
Since the beginning of the company, one thing remains unchanged.
It is the quality. It defines the superb finishing precison, the choice of
the best materials, the control process at every production stage, and
finally, it guarantees the client‘s satisfaction. We can pride ourselves
with longterm verified durability of our furniture. This could not be
possible without a certain background.

From generation to generation
Our company is grounded in
longterm family-made experience in furniture production that
goes back to 1993. Since the very
beginning we set out with the
production of hotel and office
furniture on the highest level.
Today, we can pride ourselves
with our own complex technology park that allows the conduction of every project and task.
Our professional team can deal
with every challenge.
Contact method
By joining each furniture part we
use an adequate number of pegs
and contact sealing. This solution
guarantees durability and prolongs the product longivity by
10 years in the opposition to the
standard sealing method.
Opportunities
We have an innovative production
line on a European scale which
allows delivery of a product of the
highest quality and care for every
detail of a project. Thanks to reliable technology and professional
team of workers we are able to
make every client’s idea come
true.
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COMPLET FURNITURE
Address: Myślęcin 4a,
62-260 Łubowo, POLAND
Telephone: +48 61 424 23 76
E-mail: biuro@complet.com.pl
Web: www.complet.com.pl
www.facebook.com/meblecomplet
Tax No.: 7841007375
REGON: 630343761
KRS number: 0000169187
Contact person:
anna@complet.com.pl
(sales -germany);
marketing@complet.com.pl
(sales-english)
Export offer: We offer over 100
models, hight quality, luxurious sofas,
loveseats, beds and fantastic chairs/
armchairs. We make our products
100% in our mill.
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Processed materials: Wood, foam
from Carpenter UK, wadding, fabrics,
felts, pocket springs, dacron, chipboard, elasicks belts, hardboards,
plywood. All our components meet
the UKAS requirements and we have a
FSC certyficate.
Main exports markets: UK, Germany,
Nederlands, Belgium, France,
Romania, Switzerland, Spain, Italy,
Czech Republic

‘It’s not just
furniture,
it’s a lifestyle’

Complet Furniture is a family owned company established in 1989 in
Gniezno.
Years of experience in the international furniture industry gave us a lot
of strength therefore we may proudly admit that we are dedicated to
deliver excellent design at great value and highest quality products.
We cooperate with local institutions, business, hotels, trade associations , sales agents and also with individual customers who appreciate comfort and beauty of Complet Furniture.
Because we are working with fantastic carpenters and other very important and skilled craftsmen we are confident our products are not
only classic and trendy but also timeless.
We combine new technology and advanced manufacturing techniques to make the best furniture for our customers.
Our collection you can explore at www.complet.com.pl offers over
100 elegant sofas, corners, loveseats, chairs and more.
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In the manufacturing process, we use only
the finest, high quality, certified components (all our suppliers are based in Europe).
We pay attention to our customers specific
needs, adding passion, skills, positive energy
and perfection to every piece of furniture we
produce.
The size of our company (we employ almost
100 people) gives us flexibility and individual
look at every detail of cooperation, we make
sure that our clients are more than satisfied
with products and services we offer.

DES MEBLE Sp. z o.o., Sp. K.
Address: ul. Opolska 40,
46-380 Myślina, POLAND
Telephone: +48 (034) 353 71 50
Fax: +48 (034) 353 71 55
E-mail: marketing@des.pl
Web: www.des.pl
Tax No.: 576 150 35 85
REGON: 160051571
KRS number: 0000507765
Contact person: Dawid Szczygioł
Export offer: Sofas, corners, relax
sofas, armchairs
Processed materials: Leather, fabric
Main exports markets: Europe
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DES Sofa Line has become a leader among upholstered furniture manufacturers. As a result of the modern equipment and
machinery at every stage of production, our company is able
to provide a final product with unparalleled aesthetic qualities.

Taking care of every detail and using top-of-the-line components ensures constant customer
satisfaction. Every piece of furniture in DES Meble is made entirely from 0 to 100% on site, from
joinery through sewing and upholstering to finishing. DES Meble uses state-of-the-art sewing machines
to manufacture furniture made of leather from renowned Italian tanneries.
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DFM
Address: Olsztyńska 21,
11-040 Dobre Miasto, POLAND
Telephone: +48 (89) 615 36 50
Fax: +48 (89) 615 36 80
E-mail: dfm@dfm.com.pl
Web: www.dfm.pl
Tax No.: 739-32-08-668
REGON: 511351882
KRS number: 0000000630
Export offer: Upholstered furniture
Main exports markets: Benelux,
Scandinavia, Germany, Switzerland,
Austria, the United States, Korea
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DFM is a professional manufacturer of upholstered furniture. It is situated in Dobre Miasto near Olsztyn. Since 2001 the company with entirely Polish capital, successfully sells furniture of the highest quality
for the markets of Benelux, Scandinavia, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, the United States and Korea. Thanks to many years of experience,
it creates furniture perfectly adapted to the changing market trends
and expectations of the most demanding customers.
The production profile includes a wide assortment of representative
furniture for the living room, as well as practical upholstered sofas,
comfortable lounge furniture and modern armchairs with relax func-

tion. All models are characterized
by a modern design, excellent
quality and uniqueness. The variety of furniture functions and
their arrangements as well as the
wide range of fabrics and natural
leather gives the opportunity to
personalize products according
to each clients requirements.
Product quality at DFM is at the
highest level, all in care of complete customer satisfaction.
Great emphasis is placed on the
fact that obtained raw materials
come only from proven, reliable
sources, meet the highest standards and have the appropriate
certificates. Such a policy ensures
repeatability in the production
process, and at the same time the
created product meets the highest quality and ecological requirements.
Even the smallest piece of furniture is made with great care and
accuracy in DFM. Everyone taking
part in the production process
makes sure that their work contributes to the creation of a furniture of the highest standard that
will serve users for years.
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DIG-NET LENART sp.j.
Address: Mroczeń 65a, 63-611
Mroczeń, POLAND
Telephone: +48 62 791 29 71,
Fax: +48 62 791 29 51
E-mail: export1@dignet.eu;
export2@dignet.eu
Web: www.lenartmeble.pl;
www.concept-lenart.com
Tax No.: 6191953919
REGON: 300183793
KRS number: 0000299159
Contact person: Beata Stencel
Export offer: hard furniture
Processed materials: laminated
board, MDF board, ABS edging
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Main exports markets:
United Kingdom, Germany, France,
Austria, Sweden, SUA, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Lithuania, Latvia, Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Romania, Canada

BELIZE

The owner of the Lenart brand is a recognized manufacturer of
modern and multifunctional furniture for living rooms, dining rooms,
children’s and youth rooms, as well as bedrooms and anterooms.
For 26 years Dignet Lenart sp.j., a family enterprise, has been supporting homeowners in their dreams of cosy interiors with functional and fashionable furniture. The company’s strategy is based on
the use of innovative technologies in production and management.
Modern machinery, the use of state-of-the-art mechanical and logistic systems and qualified staff who are passionate about their

URBANO

FARGO

tasks make Lenart a strong competitor on the European furniture market. The brand’s driving force are
positive customer reviews and numerous industry awards, including the Poznań International Fair 2016
Gold Medal and Diamond of Furniture Industry (2010, 2014, 2015, 2018, 2016, 2018).
Lenart products meet the requirements of today’s users - they are well thought out in terms of ergonomics and functionality. These are multi-purpose pieces of furniture, designed in such a way as to cunningly
manage small space and make everyday life easier. Lenart offers flexible and easy to arrange furniture that
will enable you to reconcile the different needs of the household members, and which at the same time
stand out with its appealing design and fashionable and attractive style. Through its offer, Lenart proves
that small rooms are not an obstacle to living comfortably, fashionably and tastefully.

QUANT
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DREWPOL Sp. z o.o.
Address: Osina 27a,
72-221 Osina, POLAND
Telephone: +48 91 57 90 100
Fax: +48 91 57 90 107
E-mail: biuro@drewpol.pl
Web: www.drewpol.pl
Tax No.: 8561340565
REGON: 810959477
KRS number: 0000125771
Contact person: Radosław Skotnicki
Export offer: furniture components,
cabinet fronts, structural wood,
bended elements
Processed materials: solid wood,
MDF, HPL, veneer, chipboard, plywood
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Main exports markets:
Great Britain, Germany, Denmark,
Hungary, Russia

Drewpol Sp. z o.o. is a leading Polish manufacturer and exporter of
solid wood fronts and furniture components.
Company is located in North West Poland, 60 km from Polish / German border. Nearest international airport - Szczecin Goleniów is
14 km away.
• 140 employees, 12,000 sq m of production space
• The entire technological process under control, from drying to painting and packaging
• Control of humidity and ambient temperature at each stage of the
process
• Monthly production at the level of 50,000 pcs
• ISO 9001: 2015, FSC-C011045 certificates.

Having thirty years of experience in wood and veneer processing and finishing, we strive to provide our
customers with a reliable, repeatable and excellent product. We value stability, reliability and punctuality.
We are proud to provide our partners with products that meet their needs and provide added value and
competitive edge.

Structured fronts

Cornices

Curved cornices

5 piece curved doors

Veneered end panels

5 piece door

Curved veneered and laminated
elements

Curved solid wood fronts

Bed components made of painted
MDF

Wood and MDF elements for
various industrial applications

Curved and flat fronts made of
painted MDF

Decorative applications
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FABRYKI MEBLI „FORTE” S.A.
Address: ul. Biała 1, 07-300 Ostrów
Mazowiecka, POLAND
Telephone: +48 29 64 42 222
Fax: +48 29 64 42 110
E-mail: forte@forte.com.pl
Web: www.forte.com.pl
Tax No.: 759-000-50-82
REGON: 550398784
KRS number: 0000021840
Export offer: Self-assembly furniture
Processed materials: Furniture board,
individual structural and smooth veneers in various designs and colors.
Main exports markets: Germany,
France, Spain, Switzerland, Austria,
Czech Republic, Italy, Hungary,
Romania, United Kingdom
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Jakobina Collection

FABRYKI MEBLI „FORTE” S.A. is a leading Polish manufacturer of
ready-to-assemble furniture. The Company founded by Maciej Formanowicz commenced its manufacturing operations in 1992 and
in 1996 it debuted on the Warsaw Stock Exchange. The Company
has five production facilities located in north-eastern Poland, inclu–
ding the chipboard plant commissioned for operation in April 2018
in Suwałki and one factory in India. The total production area of all
facilities of the FORTE Group amounts to 160,000 m² and the warehousing area amounts to 112,000 m². FORTE is a strong corporation
whose business operations are based on universal values, namely:
responsibility, growth, cooperation and sensitivity.
We care for the quality of the product at each stage of its production.
It is confirmed by the Quality Management System implemented
throughout the Company in 1997 which is in compliance with the ISO
9001 standard. Our care for natural environment made us implement
the Environmental Management System in accordance with the ISO
14001 standard. We take great care in sourcing raw materials which
meet the highest standards and have appropriate certificates which
enable sustainable production.
It is evidenced by FSC® Chain of Custody System compliance certificate (FSC®C118178) which we have been holding since 2013.
Business ethics is equally important to us as is the quality of our
products. Since 2016 we have been part of the RESPECT Index, the
first Eastern European index of socially responsible companies which
operates on the WSE. Our ethics awareness and responsibility are
also attested by positive assessments of ethical audits conducted
in Q4 of 2018 in accordance with the SMETA procedure. Audit reports published on the SEDEX platform prove that FORTE operations are conducted in compliance with the international code of
ethics, i.e. ETI Base Code.

Saint Tropez Collection
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Clif Collection

Since 1992 FORTE has cooperated with over 4500 recipients in
conducting sales of our products
in over 40 countries around the
world. Our export constitutes
over 80% of the production of
FABRYKI MEBLI “FORTE” S.A. –
the Company has its own sales
organizations on the leading
markets.
We also strengthen our position
on the Asian markets. In 2017,
we established a joint venture
company FORTE FURNITURE
PRODUCTS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED in India based in Chennai together with the ADVENTZ Group.
The operation of Indian factory
involves a production plant and

Hud Collection

the sales network in India and know-how, designs, product development and production technologies provided by FORTE. The products
made in the Indian plant are marketed mainly on the Asian markets
such as Indian, Pakistani and Malaysian ones.

GALA COLLEZIONE sp. z o.o.
Address (Export Office):
ul. Inowrocławska 9,
88-140 Gniewkowo, POLAND
Telephone: +48 52 566 92 01
Fax: +48 52 567 19 70
E-mail: export@galameble.com
Web: www.GalaCollezione.com
Tax No.: PL 9532406701
REGON: 0000036176
KRS number: 092960240
Contact person: Krzysztof Kobus
Export offer: Modular systems, sofas, corner sofas, armchairs, chairs
Processed materials: Genuine leather,
fabrics.
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Main exports markets: Germany,
Russia, Ukraine, Bulgaria, Great
Britain, Canada, Israel, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania,
Netherlands, Croatia, Slovenia,
Ireland, France

Gala Collezione is a brand combining sleek and modern design
with the highest quality. Since 2001, we have been inspiring our
customers to create beautiful spaces and individual arrangements
in their homes. Our ambition is to create beautiful, functional and
diverse furniture that provide the interior with an individual character and form the central meeting place for family members and
guests.

Kuyavian-Pomeranian Region
(in Poland), in which four of
our production plants are located (Lisi Ogon, Gniewkowo,
Chełmno and Tuchola), is famous for its long-standing
tradition of furniture manufacture, which we nurture with
passion. When designing our
leather couches, corner settees, armchairs and modular
systems, we primarily think
about the individual needs of
our customers.
We want to provide them
with the furniture, that can be
easily adjusted to the size
of their guest room due to
various dimensions.
A choice of furniture arrangement, features, finishes
and type of upholstery of
Gala Collezione lounge suite
provides every interior with
individual character and elegance. Currently Gala Collezione employ around 700 full
time staff across the four factories and approximately 150
sets of furniture are produced
daily.
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Grass-Hopper Polska Sp. z o.o. Sp.K.

Address: 34-130 Kalwaria Zeb. Ul.
Partyzantów 2b, POLAND
Telephone: +48 33 872 10 24
Fax: +48 33 872 10 23
E-mail: info@grass-hopper.pl
Web: www.grass-hopper.pl
Tax No.: 5512225897
Contact person: Bogdan Bieła
Export offer: Furniture fittings
Processed materials: Metal, ZnAl,
Plastic
Main exports markets:
United Kingdom, Slovakia, Romania,
Russia, Italy
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GRASS-HOPPER is a leading worldwide manufacturer and exporter
of renown quality aluminum systems, glass systems and furniture
fittings. The competitive offer of Grass-Hopper is influenced by attractive design, innovative solutions, high quality and affordable
price.

The key product groups offered by GRASS-HOPPER include:

Magicbox drawer systems

PHANTOM pull out kitchen furniture systems

wardrobe systems

aluminum furniture fronts

The company’s newest products
are thin-walled drawers with a
silent door, and especially a version of the drawer with glass LED
illuminated sides. It is an innovation on a global scale. These
products are addressed to the
most exclusive furniture manufacturers in the world.
The advantages of Magicbox
drawers are quick and easy assembly, a large range of 3D adjustment, built-in synchronization of the guide when used in
wide bodies. An important feature is their durability. The “Magicbox” thin-walled drawer series
is based on soft close and push
to open slides with a load capacity in two options: up to 30 kg
and up to 50 kg.
The new “Phantom” pull out baskets stylistically refer to the design of the Magicbox drawers.
They base on soft close systems
and dark grey glass. The design

and functionality of Phantom series is highly appreciated by the designers and architects.
Grass-hopper company also offers wardrobe systems which are built
on high quality aluminum frames. The design and appearance of
the systems show highest level of luxury. The systems are not only
elegant and fashionable but can also be used in various types of
wardrobes.
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GTV POLAND
Address: Przejazdowa 21,
05-800 Pruszków, POLAND
Telephone:
PL +48 22 4447 567
GB +48 22 4447 366
UA +48 22 4447 324
BY +48 22 4447 523
DE +48 22 4447 367
FR +48 22 4447 569
ES +48 22 4447 377
SK +420 591 160 091
CZ +420 591 160 091
RU +7 495 640 15 88
HR +385 1 798 8089
Fax: +48 22 444 75 01
E-mail: export@gtv.com.pl
Web: www.gtv.com.pl
Tax No.: PL5342505912
REGON: 361900451
KRS number: 0000564747
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Export offer: Furniture accessories
(hinges, slides, drawer systems,
sliding door systems) LED lighting
(LED aluminum profiles, LED strips,
LED fixtures)
Main exports markets:
Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Balkans
countries, Hungary, Romania, Spain,
Great Britain, Czech Republic, Brazil

Drawer systems

We are experts in furniture accessories and LED lighting production,
which for over 23 years deliver modern and functional solutions.
Products with the GTV logo can be found in over 50 markets worldwide, in Asia, Europe, North and South America and Africa. Over
the past few years we have developed our companies in the Czech
Republic, Croatia, Russia and Brazil.
The best solutions
As an international company with Polish capital, we take the comprehensive approach to company management, based on the latest models of global business. We inspire, having in mind daily life,
customer needs and product usability. All our products meet the
standards of certified centres in Europe and around the world.

Wide product range
We have one of the mostcomplete product ranges on the
Polish market. Our portfolio includes 8,500 products, furniture
accessories, sliding-door systems and lighting items, among
others. We pay special attention
to both the quality of workmanship and the functionality of design. We are constantly expanding our range by introducing
new products in accordance with
world trends in design.

Sliding door systems
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Furniture lighting

Shelf supports

Handles

Wardrobe

HALUPCZOK
Address: 46-040 Krzyzowa Dolina
Poprzeczna 17 A street, POLAND
Telephone/ Fax: +48 77 465 14 76
E-mail: biuro@meble-halupczok.pl
Web: www.meble-halupczok.pl
Tax No.: 991-003-96-99
Company ID: 532416964
Contact person: Mr. Sebastian
Zapora - Managing Director
Export offer: Exclusive custom made kitchens and interior furniture
created in a compliance with individual needs and preferences.
Processed materials: The most innovative, unique and technologically
advanced materials and solutions.
The range of many characters.
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Main exports markets: Europe

Adrian halupczok,

The owner and founder
of HALUPCZOK

HALUPCZOK company is the Polish producer of luxury custom - made
kitchen furniture. For 15 years the Halupczok brand has been synonymous with elegance, style and constant innovation in the world of indoor design. The company is recognized well on the Polish as well as
foreign markets due to unique design and high quality of its products.
The owner and founder - Adrian Halupczok, for whom the carpentry
is both the passion and the profession, perpetually points the business directions followed by company successfully. From the first day of
building the firm, he had a vision of how it should function and what
class of product it wants to offer its customers.
“ Kitchens are sophisticated as the human life stories are. The projects
are complicated, multistage and not apparent at the initial stage of their
creation. They are evolving to be a reflection of their owners’ dreams and
feelings at the end”.

HALUPCZOK brand is continuously broadening its outreach - currently there are 11 showrooms located in the major cities around
Poland which serve the customers around the world. The headquarter, flag showroom and plants are located in Krzyzowa Dolina,
in the southwest of country.

Research, innovation and advanced
production technology are a constant
and crucial features that strengthen
HALUPCZOK’s leadership position
in the field of pioneering solutions.
Company provides the comprehensive service and advice at the highest
level, starting from the kitchen design
through the selection of materials
and trials, production process, transport and ending with the installation.
The team of approx. 180 qualified
and experienced professionals that
consists designers, sales specialists,
technologists, assemblers, works for
daily company success. Kitchens by
HALUPCZOK have been repeatedly
appreciated by the furniture industry experts as well as awarded with
prestigious prizes for their visionary
design, high quality, functional and
innovative solutions.
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HERKULES
Address: Jastrowo,
ul. Św. Walentego 44,
64-500 Szamotuły, POLAND
Telephone: +48 61 29 28 400
Fax: +48 61 29 28 430
E-mail: info@herkules.eu.com
Web: www.herkules.eu.com
Tax No.: 7870022041
REGON: 630172584
KRS number: 0000113836
Contact person: Bartosz Kuźniak
Export offer: Innersprings: Zig Zag,
Bonnell and pocket
Processed materials: Zig Zag
springs, Bonnell springs, pocket
springs
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Main exports markets: Zig Zag
springs, Bonnell springs, pocket
springs

… your partner for spring solutions with quality you can feel
Today we are all short of time and the need for quality relaxation and
effective rest has never been greater. Help your customers achieve
this by choosing best quality innersprings that make your furniture
the source of unsurpassed comfort.
For more than 50 years, our company has developed into an experienced partner for the furniture industry with a specialist focus on
upholstered furniture. Today we serve customers in the whole of Europe with top quality Zig-Zag springs as well as Bonnell and pocket
innersprings for both upholstery and mattress production. Since
1998 under the umbrella of the internationally leading AGRO group,
we are proud to be a proven and trusted supplier for major European multinationals as well as small and medium sized manufacturers.
Are you looking for a flexible and reliable partner to start a long-lasting mutually beneficial collaboration? Whether you need a standard
product or a solution tailored to your individual needs – the experienced Herkules Team is at your disposal.
Herkules offers …
… best quality raw materials and final products approved by REACH
(ECHA)
… professional processes in accordance with ISO 9001: 2015
… continuous investment in effective machines as well as skilled personnel
… convenient lead times, combined with expert advice and competitive prices
In short: A highly attractive package backed by Herkules’ strong
focus on customer service.

Bonnell innersprings
All-round performance in a classic format Bonnell innersprings are probably the best known and most
universal system for upholstered furniture and mattress manufacturing. Thanks to their shape, Bonnell
innersprings are valued for their cha-racteristics of
progressive springiness and very good air circulation.
Herkules offers three lines of Bonnell innersprings:
Normal, Semi and Mini.
• Normal: Classic Bonnell system available with 4 and 5
turns
• Semi: Classic system available in a range of options,
height adjusted for upholstered furniture
• Mini: Classic system with 4 and 5 turns at low coil
heights
Pocket innersprings
Two faces of comfort Pocket innersprings offer improved
flexibility in various formats. Each individual spring
is packed into a fabric pocket and later glued to other
pockets to become a pocket innerspring unit. This sophisticated system means each spring can perform individually creating excellent flexibility and body support.
Herkules offers two main types of pocket innersprings:
Punktoflaex (centre-glued) and Surface-Bonded. In addition we can offer special products such as Multipockets,
Low-Height pockets or Interactive pockets.
• Punktoflaex: Centre-glued, classic pocket innerspring
system with very good flexibility of every single spring
delivering a high degree of body support
• Surface-Bonded: Cost effective pocket innerspring system with an extra fabric sheet glued on top and bottom
allowing for easy handling in upholstered furniture saving time and money
Zig-Zag springs
Long-lasting elasticity for your upholstery Zig-Zag springs
are the most durable innerspring system for upholstered
furniture. Long lasting flexibility and elasticity makes
them the most popular solution to support seating made
of Bonnell, foam or pocket innersprings. Herkules offers
two classic types: Normal Zig-Zag springs and XL Zig-Zag
springs – as well as a variety of custom solutions. Depending on the required level of comfort and seat height, flat
and round versions are available in wide range of dimensions.
• Zig-Zag Normal: Our standard system (> 20 waves / metre) offers ultimate springiness for seat and back
• Zig-Zag XL: Optimised use of raw material (< 20 waves
/ metre) makes this system a popular solution for high
volume furniture production
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IMPRESS DECOR Polska Sp. z o.o.
Address: Handlowa 1, 19-300 Ełk
POLAND
Telephone: +48 87 6209800
Fax: +48 87 6209801
E-mail: polska@impress.biz
Web: www.impress.biz
Tax No.: 8481549990
REGON: 811223100
KRS number: 0000056436
Contact person: Rafał Lemieszko
Export offer: Decorative paper,
Finish foil
Processed materials: Paper, inks,
laquers
Main exports markets: Worldwide
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IT’S OUR MISSION TO IMPRESS YOU
Behind the name impress lies a global group of companies, which develop and manufacture trend-orientated wood-based panel decorative
surfaces for the furniture and flooring industry, as well as modern interior design. We create the future-orientated decors for the design of
tomorrow directly in-house. They are based on trends, which are identified across the globe by our wonderful network of internal scouts. As a
market leader, impress strives to exceed our customers expectations by
providing exceptional trend forecasting for today and into the future.
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We believe it is vital to be a strong partner for our customers across the world!
Based on the needs, cultures and markets, we carry out professional trend
scouting, develop relevant decors and
products, and work to continuously improve our portfolio and the quality of the
service we provide.
Today’s impress group combines over 85
years of incomparable expertise in the
decorative print and finish foil sectors, for
we were created by two pioneers: MASA
Berlin (1928) – the inventor of decor rotogravure – and Letron Aschaffenburg
(1963).
DECORATIVE PAPER
Rooms are brought to life by the colours,
materials and fabrics that dress them.
Warm wooden tones, striking natural
stone elements, fantasy decors, graphic
designs and solid colours lend them their
personal character. Our high-quality decorative paper – featuring protected designs that we have developed and manufactured using the proven rotogravure
printing technique – become the wood

based products that form the “faces” of furniture, flooring and
other elements within the room.
FINISH FOIL
Our impress finish foil is a pre-impregnated paper (PRIP) with a
surface quality that defines the finished product. With design
in mind, we are continuously working intensively to develop
both the appearance and feel of the surface while improving
the functional properties to create a perfect product for further
processing.

KALMAR
Address: Paszyn 378,
Mogilno 33-326, POLAND
Telephone: +48 539 157 718
E-mail: hurt@kalmar-meble.pl
Web: www.furniturekalmar.com
Tax No.: 7343406828
REGON: 121067453
KRS number: 0000340987
Contact person: Katarzyna Dobosz
Export offer: sofas, coaches, beds,
furniture sets, home accessories
Processed materials: wood, steel,
fabrics
Main exports markets: EU
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KALMAR – the furniture company was established over 30 years
ago. Since then the company
has been developing skills and
expertise in furniture manufacturing and design. Over 50 years
of expertise in wood processing
was successfully combined with
upholstery skills creating products that meet customers’ and
partners expectations.
KALMAR has been distributing
top quality furniture for over 30
years. Company’s furniture is to
be found worldwide and along
the whole Europe. Product selection includes:
• Living room furniture
• Bedroom furniture
• Upholstered furniture and mattresses
KALMAR unifies traditional skills
with latest technology. Designing and manufacturing with intelligence and persistence – the
company stays on the market
and gains more and more of its
share each day.

KNOWLEDGE and INNOVATION
The knowledge and craftsmanship skills made us the expert in furniture manufacturing. To meet customers’ needs and be sure that our
products meet highest standards we develop each day innovation
strategy and technology skills.
HUMAN CENTERED DESIGN
We respect our customer – therefore each product is designed with
care and accuracy. We care for every detail. We do not make pieces
of art but everyday furniture – functional, aesthetic and useful.
Using latest technology we make creation and manufacture process
better but we do not forget that details matter. KALMAR company
pays strong attention to environmental issues, latest trends in furni-

ture and social changes. Our mission is not only meet customer
needs but to listen and react.
Company’s product portfolio includes multifunctional furniture,
natural materials and custommade furniture.
TEAM and AUTHENTICITY
KALMAR has been operating for
over 30 years. Since that we have
learned the importance of team
working and communication. We
are present on many European
markets with diverse product
range, high quality and custom
made products. Each day we are
improving ordering and delivering process. We feel that modern
companies should stay adaptable for coming changes – we
learn continuously and give the
opportunity for our employees to
learn new skills. We strongly believe that the end product – high
quality, customed and perfect in
every detail is the equivalent of
team hard work, innovative technology and experience gained
for several decades.
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„Klupś-Hen” Henryk Klupś
Address: ul. Poznańska 162, 63-800
Gostyń, POLAND
Telephone: +48 65 572 38 11
E-mail: marketing@littlesky.pl
Web: www.littlesky.pl
Tax No.: 6961281670
REGON: 410317403
Contact person: Ilona Banaszak
Export offer: Children’s furniture
Processed materials: MDF board,
chipboard, wood
Main exports markets: Germany,
Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania,
Netherlands
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LittleSky by H.Klupś is a new
product line invented by a professional team under management of Henryk Klupś, member of Klupś Meble Dziecięce
family distinguished by 50 years
of experience handed down
from generation to generation. Tradition, family and many
years of experience are the most
important values and should
be nurtured, therefore The
LittleSky is the fruit of passion,
desire to acquire knowledge
and continuous development
in creating children’s furniture.
The company offers children’s
furniture according to European
Norms and new trends. Collections include cots, chest of drawers, shelving units and wardrobes. It combines quality, safety
and style. The safety and ecological aspects are the main factors
during production process. All
of the products are rigorously

tested before entering into the market. LittleSky by H.Klupś produces for children and cares for children because the planet is in
their hands. Therefore, the materials are 100% safe for children
and packages are 100% recycled.
Constantly looking for new technological solutions, in order
to achieve the best quality and competitive prices, is the key
to success. The team of well qualified professionals and innovative production based on Homag technology allow to produce high quality furniture according to newest trends. Each
piece of furniture is made in Poland and materials are carefully selected.
Furniture functionality and aesthetic are the most appreciated
by clients so the company goal is to meet their expectations and
create friendly environment for their precious treasure – baby.
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LENORT FURNITURE
Address: 63-600 Kępno,
Graniczna 6B/6, POLAND

LENORT Furniture is a company operating on the market for over 20
years. Its activity is based on selling upholstered furniture and furniture
accessories at wholesale prices to customers from all over the world,
minimizing the costs of transporting goods and the risk of purchase.

Telephone: +48 693 776 770,
+48 696 381 231
E-mail: info@lenort.eu
Web: www.lenort.eu
Tax No.: 6191912116
REGON: 251538593
Contact person: Wojciech Lenort
Export offer: Upholstered products including: functional corners,
functional sofas, products with relax
functions including with electric seat
depth adjustment, traditional beds
and box springs, box springs with
solid oak frame, mattresses.
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Processed materials: wood [pine,
oak], laminated and MDF board,
poliuratene foam, fabrics,
eco-leather and natural leather.
Main exports markets: European
and non-European markets [Asian,
American, African].

LENORT FURNITURE has been active on the global market for more
than 10 years and has been gaining experience in domestic trade
for more than 20 years. During this time, the owners have not only
developed a broad network of contacts, but have also established
long-term relationships with customers from all over the world.
From the very beginning, the quality of the services provided and
customer satisfaction were the focus of attention. Thanks to this, the
Company enjoys recognition on the market and participates in industry events to promote the products offered.

LENORT FURNITURE OFFER
Customer service, operating at
the highest level, effectively selects the assortment to our offer,
cooperating only with the most
valued furniture manufacturers
in the country. Thanks to this, in
its offer LENORT FURNITURE has
not only furniture for the living
room, but also for guest rooms,
bedrooms upholstered in three
parts and a line of mattresses, as
well as accessories in the form of
armchairs or chaise lounge. Each
of the products can be freely created by the customer, through
the selection of materials and
details. This means that the products offered by LENORT FURNITURE will find their customers
in every sector, through a wide
range of possibilities and individual approach to the customer.
The materials base consists of
more than 500 different colours
and patterns and several finishing options.
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LENORT FURNITURE QUALITY
Covering so many customers,
LENORT FURNITURE is committed to the highest quality of its
products. Being aware of the
brand awareness and bearing in
mind the good of the customer,
LENORT FURNITURE cooperates
only with manufacturers whose
product quality is certain. Inhouse, manufacturer-independent quality control team oversees the production process. In
addition, through long-term cooperation, LENORT FURNITURE
offers you a competitive time of
realization of orders in relation to
other offers, which is another advantage of cooperation. The final
result also includes the transport
of goods, which is organized by
the distributor and controlled at
each stage.
LENORT FURNITURE BORDERS
There are no borders. We supply
products all over the world.

For us, furniture is unique - it is the furniture that gives the character of
the interior, which becomes a unique place for us - the Home.

M7 Polska - Gordon Milne
Address: ul. Niedziałkowskiego 2/12,
61-578 Poznań, POLAND
Telephone: +48 515 473 315
E-mail: gordon.milne@m7polska.com
Web: www.m7polska.com
Tax No.: 781 115 22 10
REGON: 300044583
Contact person: Gordon Milne
Export offer: Contract furniture
(care homes, Horeca, banks, offices)
and domestic upholstered furniture
and cabinetry.
Processed materials: All componentry complies with norms in the
contract market and all furniture to
the UK is made utilising certified FR
foams and materials.
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Main exports markets: Germany,
France, Ireland, Great Britain

M7, founded in 2003, has been working with over 20 Polish furniture manufacturers during the past 16 years – and still is !!
We aim to cover every spectrum of the furniture industry, from
upholstered dining and living room furniture to solid wood sideboards and tables, from Corian cupboards to steel shelving, from
electric recliners to medical cabinets. We act as an export agent
for Polish companies which are all, on average, medium to large,
modern family-run businesses. In turn, we have clients from France,
Germany, Ireland and Britain for whom we act as sourcing agent.
Our lingua franca is either English or Polish and our motto is “Fine
Furniture From Poland”. We are rightly proud of the furniture we
offer and the projects completed.
Many of our producers have their own design capabilities, while
many of our overseas clients want our manufacturers to produce

according to the their own design. No problem. We are very
adaptable and can cater for your every need.
We are a British-Polish family-run company ourselves, who understand the problems faced by our clientele from abroad, but also
understand those faced by our Polish manufacturers. We cross cultures and help to overcome any difficulty, any misunderstanding
which may arise. You can either locate your production in one of
our many factories, or if you have a very specific request, we will
search and select a factory especially for you. We do not just leave
it there though. With all our clients, we develop and nurture the
project, taking care of all issues that arise, developmental, financial, contractual and logistical. In so doing we establish, on your
behalf, long-lasting permanent relationships - our manufacturers
are not interested in “one-order-wonders”, but always have your
long term interests at heart – which means they will concentrate
on quality, in order to win your repeat business.
Most of our furniture is made for the contract market. We export
furniture used to furnish:
• Care homes, hospitals and institutes of challenging behaviour
• Hotels, restaurants, cafes
• Shops
• Banks and offices, etc.

We also export furniture to be
sold in renowned high street
stores, in fact, whatever you
may require, send us a picture,
a drawing, or a sample and we
will do our best to help you.
We look forward to establishing
the production of your furniture
in Poland.
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Meble Okmed Demko Sp.J.
Address: ul. Kolejowa 13,
14-500 Braniewo, POLAND
Telephone: +48 55 243 2726
Fax: +48 55 243 0241
E-mail: firma@mebleokmed.pl
Web: www.mebleokmed.pl
Tax No.: 582 12 98 233
REGON: 170348122
KRS number: 0000140522
Contact person: Tomasz Gleba
Head of Sales and Marketing
Department
Export offer: Self assembly furniture
for: kitchen, bathroom, living room,
room, hallway, office.
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Processed materials: Laminated
board, MDF, HDF, laminated board
with acrylic foil, LED light, glass.
Main exports markets: Germany,
France, Greece, Netherlands, Belgium, Bulgaria, Romania, Latvia,
Czech Republic, Slovenia, Turkmenistan, Mongolia, Kasakhstan.
We are in the process of develop a
sales structure in Russia, Asia and
the UK markets.

Meble Okmed Demko Sp. J. is a family owned company founded
in 1991.
We offer a wide range of furniture for the kitchen, bathroom,
living room, hallway and office.
We are standing out with our modern design and high quality
products at a reasonable price.
Currently we cooperate with some of the most important purchasing groups in Germany, France and Poland and we are in the
process of develop the sales structure in Russia, Asia and the UK
markets.
The success of a long-term cooperation with our Business Partners is a result of our openness to modern design, experienced

and qualified staff, the use of
new technologies and the possibility of mass production.
Motivated by a very good position of the Polish furniture
industry in the world, we are
investing in the growth of our
company.
The current investment of the expansion of our company within
The Warmia and Mazury Special
Economic Zone (WMSEZ) will
increase the total area of storage space from 15.000 m² to
30.000 m². The end of this investment is planned for 2021.
The newly built halls will be
equipped with highly automated, modern technological
which will improve the quality
of products and expand the variety of available models.
Using the knowledge of the best
specialists in the country and
abroad, we constantly follow the
changing technology, modernizing machine park and using
the latest IT systems. Dynamic
growth of the company is also
possible as a result of specialized
training of staff at management
and operational level.
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One of the most important certificates in the furniture industry - FSC Chain of Custody
certificate - is a confirmation of
our care for the quality of our
products, which proves, that We
support the development of responsible forest management
and run our business with care
and respect for the environment, treating the ecological
aspects on an equal with the
social and economic.

®

MEBLE WÓJCIK Sp. z o.o.
Address: Mazurska 45,
82-300 Elbląg, POLAND
Telephone: +48 55 235 94 00/01
E-mail: biuro@meblewojcik.pl
Web: www.meblewojcik.pll
Tax No.: 578 292 11 64
Share capital: PLN 1,575,000
REGON: 280087998
KRS number: 0000250772
Contact person: Piotr Wójcik – CEO,
Jochen Horn – Sales Director
Export offer: Flat-packed furniture
for living room, dining room, bedroom, teen’s room, homeoffice and
kitchen.
Processed materials: chipboard &
melamine chipboard
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Main exports markets:
Germany, Austria, Poland, UK, Czech
Republik, Slovakia

Meble Wójcik is family owned
company founded in 1986. It
employs over 1500 people in 3
modern plants located in Elbląg.
Thanks to consequent investments in technology, logistics
and people Meble Wójcik is one of
the biggest manufacturer of flat
packed furniture in Poland and
distributes its products to over 20
countries all over the world.
Our core values are: high manufacturing quality, efficient logistics (including high storage
distribution center) and internal
product development. These
competences allow us to provide
our Customers with a wide range
of products in competitive prices
as well as a high standard of service.
Meble Wójcik collections are the
result of cooperation with renowned designers and leading

CORTINA
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CORDOBA

BROLO

suppliers of chipboard and furniture accessories. We are present to
the biggest trade fair events in the world which allow us to keep up
with the latest trends and market novelties and adapt them to our
own product development process.

AVILES

LINATE

Meblosiek Sp. z o.o.

Address: Kolonia Osiek 29a,
98-405 Galewice, POLAND
Telephone: +48 78 6232250,
+48 78 6232251, +48 78 6232253
E-mail: zamowienia@meblosiek.pl
Web: www.meblosiek.com.pl/en
Tax No.: 6190009532
REGON: 250011790
KRS number: 0000248166
Share Capital: 7,780,000 PLN
Contact person: Ryszard Skibiński
CEO, Ewa Marchwiak, Sales Director
Export offer: Self-assembly furniture: upholstered beds, wardrobes,
bedroom furniture, dining room
furniture, children and teenagers
bedrooms, offices
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Processed materials: Laminated
chipboard, solid wood, MDF board,
glass, fabrics, LED lighting
Main exports markets: Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Belgium, France,
Great Britain, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Germany, African countries

Tradition, professionalism and high quality - our way to
customers’ satisfaction
Meblosiek sp. z o.o. (Ltd) is a family business with a long experience
and widely developed traditions.
The company was established in 1989 and ever since is constantly
reaching out to customers to achieve the best possible effects, adapted to rapidly changing expectations and trends. That results in strong
market position in cooperation with biggest European chain stores.
We are selling over 360 000 items of furniture to over 30 countries
each year, including overseas containers shipping.
Thanks to our long experience and knowledge on the industry and
direct contact with customers we create a professional team working
together on our goal, which is customer satisfaction and high quality.

There are over 250 highly qualified employees, packing and shipping over 4000 boxes every day,
who never stop improving their
skills and knowledge in work with
developing range of machines.
We value traditional approach to
our production and investment in
our region, therefore we employ
and integrate local community.
Our offer includes around 400
references and is constantly expanding to meet even the most
demanding clients. Our large
range of furniture includes i.a.
bedrooms for adults and children, wardrobes, dining and living room furniture. Our goods
fulfill any taste, from traditional
to modern and everything in-between.

Our furniture is FSC certified, along with any other requirements in
European Union and worldwide up-to-date. We carry out house tests
of our furniture, for special requirements of our clients we also test
our items in an approved laboratory. We carefully look after the highest quality of our goods on every step from production lines to arrival
at our end-customers door.
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Novelle sp. z o.o.
Address: Opolska 127 Street, 46-380
Dobrodzień, POLAND
Telephone: +48 665 13 13 12
E-mail: export@novelle.pl
Web: www.novelle.pl
Contact person: Marek Nowak
Export offer: Exclusive furniture for
living room, dining room, bedroom,
home office, custom furniture.
Commercial interiors - hotels and
restaurants.
Processed materials: Natural veneer,
solid wood, furniture board, chipboard, MDF board, plywood, laquer,
fabrics, glass.
Main exports markets: Europe,
Middle East
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We proudly present the luxury brand Novelle Home Couture. Novelle are classic furniture collections in fashionable outfits. Novelle are furniture and accessories with a distinct character for
people with a specific and defined taste. Welcome to the world
of Novelle!
WHO WE ARE
The Polish luxury furniture
brand
– As the only possesses its own
production line of the upholstered and case good furniture.
– 25 years of existence on the
market.
– 5 showrooms.
– 900 products.
WHAT TO EXPECT
– High-end quality products.
– Products designed and handcrafted in Europe.
– Products that foresee the next
trends.
– Over 200 materials, fabrics
and finishes to meet your customization need.
WHAT WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO
– Offer our furniture to expo in
Your showroom.
– Order furniture at the individual customer’s request.

– Furnishing hotels, restaurants,
government buildings with
our furniture.
Novelle never stops to search
for new trends of home&living,
we constantly look at the fashion and design style. Our inspiration comes from all over the
world and we take from it what
is the best. We choose very
carefully from among the variety of forms, patterns and colors,
to create “the perfect Novelle
style.”
Novelle cooperates with many
foreign partners. Customers
of Novelle are mostly private
persons, but we also realize institutional and government orders. We cooperate with many
designers and architects, constantly evolving.
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Sikorski Supreme FURNITURE
Address: Doliwo 30, 08-140 Mordy,
POLAND
Telephone/Fax: +48 256 415113
E-mail: info@ssf.pl
Web: www.ssf.pl
Tax No.: 701-042-27-52
REGON: 147212952
KRS number: 506546
Contact person: Sławomir Sikorski,
Izabela Bek
Export offer: contract furniture,
selfstanding furniture
Processed materials: MDF, wood,
metal, veneer
Main exports markets: Germany,
Austria, Sweden, Finland,
The Netherlands, GB, Spain, France
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Sikorski Supreme Furniture is
a Polish family-owned furniture company, that originates
from Podlachia (Podlasie in
Polish) - one of the most mes-

merizing parts of Poland, both historically and culturally. Each and
every object that leaves their production line is a perfect combination of natural fabrics, craft, knowledge, experience and modern
design. In their impressive portfolio, which is successfully developed throughout 15 years of brands existence, you will find many
projects for prestigious companies, such as Skanska S.A., Mariott
International, Hilton Hotels & Resorts, Stadion Narodowy, as well
as individual orders, created in cooperation with leading architects
and design studios.
Costumer satisfaction is their utmost goal. The brand specializes in
beautiful, elegant, “made to measure” furniture that combine design
with function. They have the know-how, facilities and possibilities to
fulfill logistically both: large orders for powerful companies as well as
smaller orders for private clients. Their 40-person team, which consists of qualified carpenters, designers, technologists and graphic
designers, delights in challenging, extraordinary projects and comprehensive customer service. What characterizes Sikorski Supreme Furniture are exceptional precision and attention to every
detail. Top quality of the furniture made in
their factory is guaranteed by the skill of the
crew and modern equipment. Those factors
ensure reliability and keeping of deadlines.
The brand has been noticed by European
design industry in summer 2019, when
WEAVE (SPLOT in Polish) - exclusive, limited
line of furniture inspired by art and folklore
of Podlachia - was presented in Paris, during
Maison & Object Fairs. Their perfect line and
light form has been appreciated by many
foreign influencers and magazines, prestigious Wallpaper Magazine amongst them.
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SKLEJKA ORZECHOWO S.A.

Address: 62-322 Orzechowo ,
ul.Miłosławska 13, POLAND
Telephone: +48 61 435 11 00
Fax: +48 61 437 10 71
E-mail:
m.dekanzade@sklejkaorzechowo.pl
Web: www.sklejkaorzechowo.pl

We are pleased to present the Sklejka Orzechowo S.A (Orzechowo
Plywood Works), the oldest plywood factory in Poland, established in
1984. 125-year tradition is a guarantee of our expierence necessary
to meet all your needs.
Our most important aim is the quality of our products and satisfaction of our customers. The evidence of our professionalism are our
ISO 9001 and Highest Quality certificates. Our products also have an
FSC Certificate, testifying that they are manufactured of wood from
the forests having responsible forest policy.

Tax No.: 7890001711
REGON: 000133973
KRS number: 0000491363
Contact person: Marzena Dekanzade
Export offer: plywood, blockboard,
moulded plywood

FILM COATED PLYWOOD

Processed materials: plywood, blockboard, moulded plywood
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Main exports markets: Germany,
Serbia, Sweden, Belgium, Czech Republic, Finland, France, Italy, Romania
BAKELIZED PLYWOOD

GENERAL PURPOSE PLYWOOD

BEECH VENERED PLYWOOD

OAK VENEREED

ANTI-SLIP PLYWOOD

QUALITY CLASS
Depending on the requirements and the further use of
plywood, select a quality of the outer layer. We distinguish
three classes of quality (I,II and III), where class I has minimum acceptable defects. Right can thus be finished in
quality class of I to III, while the Left always corresponds
to quality class of III.

BLOCKBOARD
The core of blockboard is made of stripes of sawn
wood lamelas (pine) glued together. There are
two layers of alder or birch veneer glued to each
side of the core. Good mechanical properties of
the product, combined with favorable price, allow
the use of blockboard to produce high quality furniture. On request it is possible to cover outer surface of blockboard with natural veneers.

BLOCKBOARD

DOOR BLOCKBOARD
Is a kind of blockboard. It is constructed of two
layers of glued stripes of lamelas, seperated and
covered by veneer on both sides. Door panels are
designed for the production of high quality doors,
but it is also used in working tops. It is possible to
cover the suface with natural veeneers and format
to meet customer reqirements.

Moulded plywood offered by Sklejka Orzechowo
S.A. is available both in an unprocessed version
as well as after specialist processing at machining
centres. This plywood is aimed primarily at customers who have the possibility of processing in
their own factories. Among other items, moulded plywood is used in the production of: chairs
and armchairs, vehicle equipment, rehabilitation
equipment.

OAK VENEERED BLOCKBOARD
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SPIN
Address: Mnichowo 31,
62-200 Gniezno, POLAND
Telephone: +48 61 428 45 31
Fax: +48 61 425 98 27
E-mail: spin@spin.gniezno.pl
Web: www.spin.gniezno.pl
Tax No.: 784-00-42-895
REGON: 630113848
KRS number: 0000098859
Contact person: CEO - Roman Łaźny
Tel.: 607 174 875
EN: marketing1@spin.gniezno.pl
FR: marketing2@spin.gniezno.pl
DE: marketing3@spin.gniezno.pl
Export offer: All kind of upholstered
furniture production and sale. Implementation of investment projects in
the field of interior finishing.
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Processed materials: Wood, foam,
wadding, all kind of fabrics, felts,
pocket springs, chipboard, elastic
belts, hardboards, plywood.
Main exports markets: Worldwide
Number of employees: 200

SPIN Furniture Factory was established in 1993 as a family company
by brothers Roman and Jerzy Łaźny. In 2002 the company has been
moved from Gniezno to the newly built halls in the nearby town
Mnichowo.
The company is engaged in the production and sale of upholstered
furniture and realization of investment projects in the field of interior
design. Highly specialized staff with a separate Department of Innovation and Implementation allows for quick development and implementation of the new projects. The company has a lot of experience
in logistics to provide on-time delivery through its own transport.
Production and logistics are supported by integrated management
through a dedicated IT system.
The company employs about 180 people and with the ongoing investments Spin expects to grow and create many more job opportunities.

Achievements
In 2004, the Furniture Factory SPIN has been awarded Business Gazelle award. SPIN customers are mainly interior design shops, and
large chain stores specializing in the sale of furniture. Participation in
numerous trade fairs allows to keep track and analyse current trends
among consumers. More than 20-year presence in the export markets
results in numerous experiences and business successes.
Mission and targets
The aim of the Furniture Factory SPIN is to achieve business excellence, which will be confirmed by increasing customer satisfaction in
which our products will be their first choice. All employees are aware
of objectives, tasks and responsibilities in the broadly defined areas of
quality, environment protection, health and safety.
The mission of the Furniture Factory SPIN is constantly expanding
portfolio of products to meet the expectations and needs of our customers.
Continuous development of the current offer is accompanied by constant growth of innovation in our company.
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STOLWIT MEBLE Sp. z o.o. Sp.k.
Address: Polesie 25; 98-400
Wieruszów, POLAND
Telephone: +48 62 7831517
+48 69 5215025
Fax: +48 (62)7841100
E-mail: export@stolwitmeble.pl
Web: www.newelegance.pl
Tax No.: 9970152264
REGON: 101708991
KRS number: 0000491531
Contact person: Sylwia Hojka
Export offer: Upholstered bed, sofas,
murphy beds, Bedroom furniture.
Processed materials: different kinds
of fabrics, real leather, Board, wood
Main exports markets: Europe
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New Elegance is a line of modern and high-quality furniture produced by Stolwit Meble sp. z o.o. sp.k. The company employs around
300 very well qualified employees with many years of experience in
three locations, which allows us to create truly unique furniture.
Our main specialty are beds, wardrobes, chests of drawers and
benches. Responding to the different needs of customers, we have
created many models of beds in different styles. Our offer includes
beds with a simple design in the Scandinavian style, richly quilted
palace furniture in the French style, full of style and nonchalance
Italian-style beds or increasingly popular loft beds in the industrial

style with a combination of furniture
boards or natural oiled oak wood with
black metal.
Noteworthy is the Sleep Varia system,
which offers the possibility of combining different types and sizes of
beds, wardrobes and shelves, which
works perfectly in small apartments.
We also offer sofas, couches, armchairs in various styles.
We sell our furniture among others to
many countries in Europe, the Middle
East and the USA.
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Szynaka-Meble Sp. z o. o.
Address: ul. Dworcowa 20,
14-260 Lubawa, POLAND
Telephone: +48 89 645 21 28
Fax: +48 89 645 53 62
E-mail: info@szynaka.pl
Web: www.szynaka.pl
Tax No.: 7441586760
REGON: 511339065
KRS number: 0000160927
Contact person:
Sławomir Łukaszewski
slawomir.lukaszewski@szynaka.pl
+48 697 034 285 (WhatsApp)
Export offer: residential and kitchen
furniture
Processed materials: solid wood,
veneered wood, furniture board
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Main exports markets: Germany,
France, Great Britain, USA, Russia,
Turkey, Japan, South Korea or
Mongolia.

Szynaka Meble furnishing the world.
The company equipped the UN
headquarters in New York.
In the photo: Presidents Alina and Jan Szynaka
and Polish government delegation.

Furniture known on every continent
Szynaka Meble clearly marks its presence on each continent, continuously developing its network of business partners in new countries.
The company conducts its commercial activities in more than 50 countries around the world.
A company that brings together generations
The members of the Szynaka family have entrepreneurship and
leadership competence in their blood. At present, the company is
managed by the third generation, while the fourth one is growing
up, getting prepared to preserve the business heritage. The family
structure of the company organisation is a tribute to tradition while
promoting modern solutions.
Made with passion
In the Szynaka family, the passion to create furniture is handed
down from generation to generation. The mission of the company, unchanged for many years, is to encourage the creation of a beautiful world around oneself. Because of the intense
involvement and consistent aspirations of the company for
inspiring the populations all over the world, the furniture branded
with its logo offers a Fusion of remarkable design, the highest quality
and uniqueness.
Furniture that inspires
The rich product offer of the company makes it possible to comprehensively furnish the entire flat. A variety of available furniture
opens up unlimited arrangement possibilities. Elegant designs and
remarkable solutions provide an inspiration to create unique interior compositions.
Elegance and the highest quality
The PrestigeLine collection was created with the most demanding
clients in mind. Exclusive furniture made of natural, carefully selected
wood, can satisfy even the most sophisticated taste. A remarkable
design and innovative solutions make the furniture offered in this
line stand out not only by their
great appearance but also its
functionality and durability.
Environmental care
As a part of its activity, the
Szynaka Furniture Group undertakes a series of initiatives aiming at achieving harmony and
balance with the surroundings,
while caring for the natural environment. By buying furniture
labelled with the brand’s logo, a
client can directly contribute to
preserving the natural environment in its original condition.

SZYNAKA-MEBLE Sp. z o. o.
Address: ul. Fabryczna 16
64-200 Wolsztyn, POLAND
Telephone: +48 68 347 56 26
E-mail: export@wfm-kuchnie.pl
Web: www.wfm-kuchnie.pl
Tax No.: 744-15-86-760
REGON: 511339065
KRS number: 0000160927
Export offer: Kitchen furniture made
to measure
Processed materials: Melamine
faced chipboard, MDF, varnished,
veneer, acryl
Main exports markets: Germany,
France, Great Britain, USA, Russia,
Turkey, Japan, South Korea or
Mongolia.

Oslo

Calma/Punto

PROFESSIONALISM
Have your kitchen taken care of by professionals. Our professionalism is founded on tradition, experience, and know-how. We
understand it as responsibility and support provided by a stable
brand. We keep all our promises, giving you safety, convenience,
and peace of mind. Professionalism means solid quality backed by
a 5-year guarantee, with a view to enable you to enjoy your kitchen
in a long-term perspective.
FUNCTIONALITy
Kitchen is a place where life goes on. That is why the functionality
of your kitchen is our social responsibility. Functionality is based on
ergonomics, it is a guarantee of order, and it is tantamount to the
pleasure of use. A functional kitchen saves time that you can now
spend with your family. The functionality of your kitchen is what we
can guarantee thanks to our innovativeness and the best materials.
EMPAThy
Empathy is the starting point for the creation of your kitchen. We
will try to get in your shoes and see the world from that perspective. Empathy is also emotion – what
people feel is of importance to us. We
reach the needs that remain unexpressed by the users, and solve their
problems. The process of kitchen creation pursued hand-in-hand with the
customer guarantees personalisation
of the kitchen and promotes individualism.
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TETRIS Elżbieta Frankiewicz
Address: Niwnica 152, 48-303 Nysa,
POLAND
Telephone: +48 508 348 224
E-mail: kontakt@tetris-meble.com
Web: www.tetris-meble.com
Tax No.: 7531973621
REGON: 531613378
Contact person: Radosław
Chmielewski
r.chmielewski@tetris-meble.com
Export offer: Upholstered furniture
like armchairs, chairs, sofas, corners,
beds, headboards, pillows. Tables for
dining room and gardens
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Processed materials: Leather, fabric,
natural and solid wood, wood-based
panel, foam, varnish, glue, metal
parts, flame resist foam and fabric
Main exports markets: Belgium,
Germany, Holland, France, UK

OUR
PRODUCTS
Armchairs, chairs,
pouffes, stools, sofas
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and sofa beds, corners,
lounge sets.
Your best project.

OUR
CLIENTS
Hotels and Restaurants
furniture stores,
public institutions,
offices, private
consumers.
Maybe you?

TOBO Datczuk
Address: Kuriany 104 15-589
Białystok, POLAND
Telephone: +48 88 570 57 04
Fax: +48 85 674 94 01
E-mail: biuro@tobo.pl
Web: www.tobo.pl/en

TOBO Datczuk Company General Partnership was formed in 1998.
Since that time, together with team of our employees, we have
been creating and expanding our company. Every single success is
a step forward to improve our knowledge and skills of creating effective solving of the space at work. We are open for innovations and
changes that make us more functional and modern in design of our
products.

Tax No.: 5422498686
REGON: 50615211
KRS: 268148
Contact person: Łukasz Zalewski
Export offer: Ergonomic furniture of
offices, hotels, banks, schools.
Processed materials: Melamine
chipboard, Mdf, Plywood.
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Main exports markets: Germany,
Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Sweden
Norway, Denmark, Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Romania, Hungary

In our offer you will find furniture systems for offices, reception, conference rooms, hotels, schools and kindergartens, public facilities,
and home furniture. We are a flexible company and open to new
challenges. We are able to adapt to the needs of our customers and
produce untypical furniture, under special order.
We take active part in announced public tenders and inquiries regarding comprehensive interior furnishings. As a result, we are recognized not only in the Podlasie region, but also throughout Poland.

The proof are numerous references issued by satisfied customers.
Confirmation of the high quality
of our furniture systems are Certificate of Compliance of Product with Requirements of Safety,
Endurance and
Permanence
and Certificate of Hygienic of
Products. We are a holder of the
ISO Certificate certifying that
the management system in our
company is meeting international norms and requirements.
Certificates PN-EN ISO 9001:2009
and PN-EN ISO 14001:2004 in the
scope of: design, production,
distribution, assembly of hotel,
office and laboratory furniture,
and the comprehensive aftersale service.
Our company would not develop
without recognized, experienced
trade partners. Because of longstanding cooperation with our
trade partners based on trust we
got the title of authorized distributor. It enables us to have full access to full range of product, constant technical progress, learning
the newest trends, solutions and
attractive price discounts. These
are the reasons why we offer our
customers attractive trade conditions, low prices and service of
purchased goods
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WAJNERT MEBLE
Address: Międzybórz 56-513,
67 Kolejowa Street, POLAND
Telephone: +48 62 59 96 710
Fax: +48 62 59 96 720
E-mail: info@wajnert.com.pl
Web: www.wajnert.com
Tax No.: 911 200 60 47
REGON: 021935154
KRS number: 000429627
Contact person: Adam Spólny Export Manager +48 501 408 310
Export offer: home and hotel
furniture.
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WAJNERT FURNITURE is a thriving company, specialised in the manufacture of lounge and hotel furniture. We maintain a leading position
amongst Polish furniture manufacturers. We manufacture high-quality
products, which are created by qualified professionals with the use of
state-of-the-art, environmentally friendly FSC-certified technologies.
All our collections are meticulously refined at all stages of manufacture.
We make sure our furniture is exceptional, comfortable and meet the
expectations of even the most demanding customers. In the process
of furniture manufacture, we are led not only by our knowledge, ex-

perience and latest technologies,
but also by our long-fostered passion. For us, quality means success. We pay great attention to
the materials we use. We make
sure that the leather used in the
manufacture process comes from
the best Italian tanneries. We
use a selection of fabrics from
renown Spanish, Italian and Turkish suppliers. When it comes to
cabinet furniture manufacture,
we use high-quality laminated
boards and modern furnishing
and finishing components. We
have almost 35 years of experience. We have been developing
our knowledge and passion since
1985. We are open and creative –
we are not afraid of challenges,
innovative ideas and novel, technologically advanced concepts.
We believe that success can be
achieved through looking boldly
into the future, yet with respect
for tradition. The Wajnert brand
is one of the most frequently chosen brands in Poland – we are
appreciated not only by our customers, but also by furniture industry experts.
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LAYMAN Furniture Factory
Address: ul. Słonecznikowa 10,
82-300 Elbląg, POLAND
Telephone: +48 784 026 749
Fax: +48 55 234 19 88
E-mail: a.drewniak@layman.pl
Web: www.layman.pl
Tax No.: 5783135350
REGON: 382473917
KRS: 770058
Contact person: Agnieszka Drewniak
Export offer: Assembled and flatpacked kitchen furniture.
Processed materials: Melamine
MDF, varnished, veneer, Laminated,
lacquered and acrylic boards.
Main exports markets: EU countries,
Asia.
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Our company’s strategy is
based on continuous development product and expanding
sales markets – We are open to
cooperation with potential Customers.
Layman offer products consist of
three diffrent kitchens lines:
- Economic Line
- Standard Line
- Premium Line

Economic Line – „Eco
model” – cabinets at good
prices produced in stock,
shiped in 24 hours.

We create furniture with passion Layman facts:
• 30-years of experience in furniture production
• 100% Polish capital – we employ 160 workers
•	Layman is one of the largest producers of modular kitchen in
Poland
• Our product are assembled and flat-packed kitchen furniture
• We produce orders according to an indivdual project
•	Our company are distinguished by flexibility and high standard
of customer service
•	Thanks to our new technology we offer high quality products at
good prices

Standard Line – „o KUCHNIE” - a wide
range of modular kitchens with many
variants of fronts and equipment.
Also according to the
customer’s project.
Order processing in 10 days.
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Premium Line – „Navia” - comprehensive range of premium modular
kitchen furniture. Order processing
in 21 days.

REGISTRATION FORM

We would love to be in touch with you!
Register now to receive the 2021 Polish Furniture Export Catalog.
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